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Abstract 

The increasing interest in the study of culture has created a great deal of important academic research in 

the field of cultural studies in its many forms. As Ibn Khaldun defined ‘Thaqafa’ in the similar meaning 

what ‘culture’ denotes for ‘All sort of information, Sciences, literatures, Arts pertain distinctly for a group 

of people in the society’ and have accustomed to it by them and known to others by its traits’.  

Thus ‘Arab Culture’ represents all customs, habits, rituals,  religious beliefs and practices and language of 

Arabs. It is enrooted through since its distant past till the contemporary present.  Though The Indo Arab 

cultural  relations have a long tradition and legacy, Persian Gulf since 1970’s has particularly marked by 

its emigrant presence of Malayali Diaspora in all its manifestations. 

The expatriate Malayalam creative writings which narrate the better and bitter experience e of their 

emigrant living are basically their out flow of nostalgia. The account of desert living in these novels are 

born of their feelings of destitution, separation, loneliness and   cynicism due their alienation from their 

relatives, friends and from their own land. The representation Arab culture in many of these novels by 

employing some of the traits and symbols are very much prejudiced in some aspects and over exaggerated 

in some other aspects. There are ample instances of fare representation of Arab culture in these novels as 

well. 

As a typical Malayalam novelist especially a novelist having known inclinations to her feminist values 

Khadeeja Mumthaz portrayed a similar fashioned story in her novel ‘Bursa’. The main character in the 

novel is a malayalee lady Physician named as ‘Sabitha’. The novel starts by the arrival of Sabitha to Saudi 

Arabia and being posted at a main hospital in Makkah along with her husband ‘Rasheed’ who is also a 

physician by profession. The story develops through the nascent and confusing experience of ‘sabitha’ , 

who is in turn a convert to Islam just to marry Rasheed , a family friend and a batch mate of her studies. 

This cultural past of Sabitha in her pre-convert life in Hinduism could ever hardly digest the entirely 

different cultural background of Great Prophet Abraham, His wife Hager and  his son Prophet  Ismael as 

revealed in the practices of rituals in Hajj such as ‘Thawaf’ and Saa’I etc. 

The novelist’s feminist viewpoints and at times her prejudices de-context the real cultural reality of Arab 

cultural past in the Novel at various situations in the Novel.  We could easily identify the main character 

Sabitha is none other than the novelist as she is a physician by profession and has worked several years in 

Saudi Arabia. The novelist disguises her feminist outlooks through her character sabitha taking an excuse 

that the character is a convert to Islam. This plausible excuse itself betray the critical remarks of novelist 

on Arab culture is prejudiced since sabitha converted to Islam only to marry Rasheed and not by digesting 

the Islamic cultural characteristics. 

This paper is an attempt to analyze  the Arab cultural reflections in the Novel both realistic and 

prejudiced. 


